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Abstract— This paper presents a new approach aimed to design
a fuzzy face recognition system. Face feature lines, new features
proposed in the paper, are incorporated in the feature vector used
to design the patter recognition system. Face feature lines are
considered as new features based on previous studies related to
face recognition tasks on newborns. Besides the face feature lines
the feature vector incorporates eigenvectors of the face image
obtained with the Karhunen-Loeve transformation. The fuzzy
face recognition system is based on the Gath-Gheva fuzzy
clustering method and the Abonyi and Szeifert classification
scheme. The performance of the face recognition system turned
out to be 90% of correct classification using the ORL data base.

fuzzy logic theory is incorporated in this work to generate a
new face recognition method.
In this paper we describe the Hough-KLT algorithm for
facial feature extraction and the Euclidean distance classifier
approach in Section II. Section III describes the Gath-Gheva
fuzzy clustering algorithm to generate fuzzy rules and the
Abonyi and Szeifert algorithm as a fuzzy classifier. Finally the
general conclusions of this work are presented in Section IV.

Index Terms—Face Recognition, Face Feature Lines, Fuzzy
Clustering.

The different parts of the proposed Hough-KLT method are
described in this section. The proposed method represents a
novel approach by incorporating ideas from the visual
perception point of view related to face recognition. From
visual perception studies, it is known that some spatial face
features like, mouth to nose distance, geometric shape between
the mouth and the eyes, and face feature lines, are
distinguishing characteristic. The features selected and
incorporated in the proposed method correspond to face feature
lines, FFL. Face features lines are prominent lines and can be
extracted with the Hough transform from low resolution image
faces, and are important features documented in newborn face
recognition studies. One of the most interesting cases regarding
the facial feature extraction process happens with newborns.
Studies with newborns have shown that babies perceive a
totally-fuzzy world in terms of vision. Their only tool to
recognize faces are facial lines and circles [7] [8]. This suggests
that the use of lines for face recognition is a theory also
supported by the psychology and neurology regarding face
perception.

I. INTRODUCTION
Face recognition is one of the most interesting and
challenging areas in computer vision and pattern recognition.
Current face recognition systems have high recognition rates
when face images are acquired in controlled conditions.
However, robust face recognition systems are required in
sophisticated security systems. Robustness must be translated
into system tolerance to viewpoint, pose, illumination, and
facial expression [1]-[16]. Two of the most important face
recognition methods currently used are the eigenface and
Fisherface methods. The eigenface method, or principal
component analysis (PCA), is the most well known method for
vector feature representation in face recognition [17]. PCA is a
popular method in pattern recognition and communication
theory that is quite often referred to as a Karhunen–Loeve
transformation (KLT). The PCA approach exhibits optimality
when it is applied to reduce the dimensionality of a feature
vector [18]. The PCA method is used in this work to map an
original feature vector to a new feature space. Besides, with the
purpose of improving the classic methods for face recognition,
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II. HOUGH-KLT FEATURES FOR FACE RECOGNITION.

A. Hough Transform.
The Hough transform is a useful transformation to detect
geometric patterns in images, like lines, circles, and ellipses.
In the domain of the Hough transform, HT, any line is
defined by the parametric equation

ρ = x cosθ + y sin θ

(1)

where x and y represent the coordinate of a pixel in the
image, ρ is the distance of the line to the origin, and θ is the
angle of the line with respect the horizontal axis, Fig. 1. In
general practice, the HT algorithm requires a binary image as
input, which represents the edges of the image [21]. In this
work the edge detection algorithm used was the Canny operator
[21].

Fig. 1. Representation of a line with parameters

operator to a gray scale image I ( x, y ) . This operator yields

I BW . Applying the HT we obtain the

Hough accumulator, PAcumulator .

PAcumulator contains the votes and the vectors, Pθ and Pρ
with the values

ρ

and

θ

on which the matrix

PAcumulator was

generated. In these terms a face feature line can be defined as a
peak value in the accumulator as follows

N Peaks (θi , ρi ) = THoughPeaks (PAcumulator , i )
where

b)

c)

(ρ ,θ ) .

Once the edges of the image are obtained, the HT is
calculated, and the result is a representation of all the lines in
the space ρ , and θ . Given this result we can extract the FFL
by obtaining the maximum points from the result of the HT
through ρ , and θ .
We consider that the four face feature lines may improve the
performance of a face recognition system. This assumption is
based on the experiments related to the newborns vision
system. The information of these four FFL will be included as
components of the feature vector which is defined in detail on
further subsections.
In summary the FFL are obtained by applying the Canny
the edges of the image

a)

(2)

N Peaks (θ i , ρi ) is a matrix of 2 × i elements where i

(θi , ρi ) represents
the coordinates in the space θ , ρ for the i -th peak value in
PAcumulator . The points in the space domain of the image

denotes the number of peaks to extract.

corresponding to a face feature line is defined by

d)
Fig. 2. Hough transform of a face: a) Original image, b) Face edges, c) Original
image plus its four FFL, and d) Accumulator of the HT showing the 4 FFL.

R Lines ( x1i , y1i , x2i , y2i ) = TLines ( I BW , Pθ , Pρ , N Peaks ) (3)
where

R Lines ( x1i , y1i , x2i , y2i ) denotes a matrix containing

all the coordinates x1i , y1i where the i -th line begins and

x2i , y2i where the line detected by the HT ends.
The result of apply the HT to a face to locate the four FFL is
illustrated in the Fig. 2.
For the generation of the first part of the features vector from
the coordinates of its four FFL, the following method was
designed:
Step 1. Get the four maximum peak values with (2), for i = 4 .
Step 2. Implement (3) and get the four characteristic lines
coordinates, stored at

R Lines ( x1i , y1i , x2i , y2i )

for i = 1...4 .

Step 3. Encode the coordinates information by taking the value

y1i
, and include the result to li1 .
1000
y2i
, and include
Step 4. Take the value of x2i and add it to
1000
the result to li 2 .
of x1i and add it to

The feature vector can be defined as follows

z i = [li1

equation
T
(7)
Y = WPCA
X
where T denotes the transpose of WPCA , and X
denotes the matrix containing all the input vectors.

li2 ]

y11
y 21
⎤
⎡
⎥
⎢ x11 + 1000 , x 21 + 1000 ...
zi = ⎢
⎥ (4)
y1i
y 2i ⎥
⎢
x1i +
, x 2i +
⎢⎣
1000
1000 ⎥⎦
The

z i vector must be concatenated with the original image

I ( x, y ) , in a canonical form (vector column) i xy , to construct

C. Karhunen-Loeve Transformation
The KLT is similar to the PCA [23], however in the KLT the
each dimension of the input vectors xi is normalized to the
interval [0,1] before applying the PCA steps.

the final feature vector

xi + xy = [z i

D. Hough-KLT Implementation

i xy ]

The vector xi + xy as commented before, is composed by 8

(5)

coefficients z i , and by the original image i xy . All feature
The vector

z i is linked to the information of the original

image in order to contribute and complement the face
information representation before the transformation via KLT.
B. Principal Component Analysis
Principal Component Analysis, PCA, is a very widely used
technique for dimensionality reduction. The objective of PCA
is to transform the representation space X into a new space Y,
in which the data are uncorrelated. The covariance matrix in
this space is diagonal. The PCA method leads to find the new
set of orthogonal axis to maximize the variance of the data. The
final objective is dimensionality reduction of the feature vector
[21].
The steps to compute the PCA are the following.

x i that corresponds to i facial images
represented as vectors x . The covariance is defined as
input vectors set

T

(6)

where x denotes the mean of each variable of the
vector x , and n is the number of input vectors.
Step 2. The n eigenvalues of Cov X are extracted and defined
as

λ1 , λ2 ,...λn , where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ ... ≥ λn .

Step 3. The n eigenvectors are Φ1 , Φ 2 ,...Φ n and are associated
to

Step 1. For an unknown facial image generate its
i xy representation.
Step 2. Compute the 8 z i elements with (4).
Step 3. Generate xi + xy with (5).
T
Step 4. Compute x i + xy = WKLT
xi + xy with (7).

Step 5. Assign the facial image I face to the class C j
If
D(x i + xy , x j ) = x i + xy − x j < x i + xy − x k

Step 1. The covariance matrix Cov X is calculated over the

1 n
Cov X =
∑ (xi − x)(xi − x )
n − 1 i =1

vectors are transformed with the KLT method. Face
recognition can be achieved with the transformation
matrix, WKLT , following the next steps.

for all j, k j ≠ k

 i represents the transformed feature vectors of the
where x
training faces.
This classifier together with the ten fold cross validation
method was tested on the ORL database. The classifier had a
performance of 91% of correct classification using 25
eigenvectors. If the FFL are included in the feature vector the
performance increases to 95%.
The face database “Olivetti Research Laboratory” (ORL),
was collected between 1992 and 1994, it has slight variations
on pose, illumination, facial expression (eyes open/closed,
smiling/not-smiling) and facial details (glasses/no-glasses)
[23][24]. ORL has 40 different subjects. Fig. 3 presents an
example of the ORL database.

λ1 , λ2 ,...λn .

Step 4. A transformation matrix, WPCA , is created

WPCA = [Φ1 , Φ 2 ,...Φ n ] .
Step 5. The new vectors Y are calculated using the following

(9)

Fig. 3. Sample faces of the ORL database.

III. FUZZY HOUGH-KLT FOR FACE RECOGNITION

if x1 is A21 OR x1 is A11 AND x2 is A12 then y is R1

Commonly the membership functions of a fuzzy system are
designed according to the experience of an expert who knows
the behavior of a process. Fuzzy clustering in the input-output
space is a technique widely used to create the membership
functions of a fuzzy system [22][25]. Applying the clustering
techniques we can also obtain fuzzy sets that are utilized to
model the antecedents of the rules in fuzzy systems. This is
realized with the projection of the fuzzy sets as shown in Fig. 4.

(11)

A. Fuzzy Clustering
The fuzzy c-means (FCM) algorithm has successfully been
applied to a wide variety of clustering problems. Keller and
Bezdek et al. [27-29] have successfully presented new
approaches for the FCM. These approaches were called
fuzzy-possibilistic c-means, FPCM, and possibilistic-fuzzy
c-means, PFCM [27]. They have reported that one of the major
contributions is that these algorithms overcomes the noise
sensitivity of FCM. However, these algorithms work better for
unlabeled data, and for this project we need an algorithm which
can utilize the labels of the data for a better performance.
One of the most widely used algorithms for fuzzy clustering
is Gath-Geva (GG) [22] [25] [26]. In the following subsection
a brief description of GG algorithm to generate the
corresponding antecedent part of a fuzzy rule system is
presented.
1) Gath-Gheva algorithm
The Gath-Gheva algorithm GG, is a fuzzy clustering
algorithm. One of the advantages of the GG algorithm is that it
can utilize the label of the data to create fuzzy clusters in order
to construct the antecedents of a fuzzy inference system [30].

 into C
The objective of clustering is to partition the data x

Fig. 4. Three fuzzy sets. The antecedents of fuzzy rules are created projecting
the clusters to the axes of the input space.

In order to generate the fuzzy rules a clustering algorithm is
applied to the input data. Once the clusters are generated, the
membership functions of the fuzzy system are created by
projecting the clusters to the axes of the input data. These
membership functions can be used define the antecedents of the
fuzzy rules.
As an example, in Fig. 4 for the R3 cluster, we can identify
the following rule

if x1 is A31 then y is R3

(9)

where x1 is the input linguistic variable, A31 is a fuzzy set
defined for the input linguistic variable x1, y is the output
linguistic variable, and R3 denotes the desired output cluster.
Using (9) we can identify the R3 cluster. However the R1
and R2 clusters are not identified in the terms of the input
variable x1. For this situation, x2 is utilized to identify the
clusters. The rules of the fuzzy system for R1 and R2 are
defined as follows:
if x1 is A11 OR x1 is A21 AND x2 is A22 then y is R 2

(10)

k ,
clusters. This means, each observation consists of the input x
and the output yk, grouped into a row vector. The fuzzy
partition is represented by the U = [ μ i ,k ]cxN matrix, where
the μ i ,k element of the matrix represents the degree of

 k to the class i = 1,…c.
membership of x
Clustering is based on the minimization of the sum of the
 k , and the
weight squared distances between the data points x
2

centroids of the clusters vi, Di ,k , defined by
c

N

(

m
J ( Z , U ,η ) = ∑∑ ( μi ,k ) Di2,k x k , vi
i =1 k =1

)

(12)

where η contains the set of all the centroids: v1, …, vc and m is a
fuzzy weighting exponent that determines the fuzziness of the
resulting clusters.
Abonyi y Szeifert [30] presented a new distance measure D.
This distance measure consists of two terms. The first term is
based on the GG algorithm for non-supervised clustering. The
second is based on the probability that the rith cluster describes
the density of the class of the k-th data, p( c j = y k ri ) . The
second term, allows the use of class labels, and is defined as the
consequent probability. The equation for D is denoted as

Di2,k

1
=
x k , r

(

i

)

(

⎛

⎜ 1 x j ,k − vi , j
P ( ri ) ∏ exp ⎜ −
σ i2, j
j =1
⎜ 2
⎝


)

2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

p ( c j = y k ri )

(13)

 k , r ) with (13)
Step 2. Compute the distance Di , k (x
i
2

Step 3. Update the partition matrix

μi(,lk) =

GG

 k is the input vector, vi denotes the centroid of the i-th
where x

 specify C, and choose a termination tolerance
a set of data x
є>0. Initialize the U = [ μ i ,k ]cxN partition matrix randomly,

 k data is
where μ i ,k denotes the membership that the x
generated by the i-th cluster.

v

=

k =1
N

( l −1) m
i ,k

k =1

∑(μ )

σ

2( l )
i, j

=

( l −1) m
i,k

k =1

(x j ,k − v j ,k ) 2

k =1

1 ≤ i ≤ c, 1 ≤ k ≤ N

p( ci = y k r j ) =

until U

(l )

− U ( l −1 ) < ε

N

( μ (jl,k−1 ) ) m

∑ ( μ (jl,k−1 ) )m

(18)

B. Abonys and Szeifert fuzzy classifier
The classifier proposed by Abonyi and Szeifert [30] defines
the consequent of the fuzzy rule as the probabilities of the given
rule to represent the c1,…,cc classes:

[ wi ]

(19)

yˆ k = arg max
1≤i ≤ c

∑ β ( x ) P (c
l =1

l

k

rl )

i

(20)

R

∑ βl (x k )

β i (x k ) = wi Ai (x k ) =

(

⎛ 1
wi exp ⎜ − x k − v i
⎝ 2

Estimate the consequent probability parameters,
k y k = ci

(17)

i =1

( l −1) m
i,k

∑

))

,

where

∑(μ )
N

(

R

(14)
N

)

2 /( m −1)

Similarly to Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models [31], the rules of
the fuzzy model are aggregated with the normalized fuzzy
mean formula. The label of the class that has the highest
activation determines the output of the classifier:

,

∑(μ )

(

then yˆ = ci with p(c1 ri )

xk

( l −1) m
i,k

i ,k

x k , ri / D j ,k x k , ri

ri : If x1 is Ai ,1 (x 1,k ) and ... xn is Ai ,n (x n ,k )

Repeat until the termination tolerance є is met
Step 1. Calculate the parameters of the clusters
Calculate the centers and standard deviation of the
Gaussian membership functions.

∑(μ )

∑(D

1

c

j =1

cluster, σi is the standard deviation of the Gaussian membership
function that is created according to the diagonal of the
covariance matrix of the centers v, yk is the class of the input
data. P(ri) denotes the a priori probability of the data in cj.
The steps for the clustering process are the following. Given

(l )
i

2πσ i2, j

j =1

n

N

1

n

w i = P(ri )∏

(15)

wi =

)

T

(

P(ri )
2πFi

)

⎞
(Fi ) −1 x k − v i ⎟
⎠

(21)

(22)

n/2

k =1

Compute the a priori probability of the cluster and the
weight (impact) of the rules:

[

where v i = v1,i ,..., v n ,i

]

T

denotes the center of the Gaussian

functions, and Fi is equal to the diagonal of the matrix that
contains the variances σ i , j . Equation (21) defines how the
2

P (ri ) =

1
N

N

∑ (μ
k =1

(l ) m
i,k

) ,

(16)

 k ) are created. These functions
membership functions Ai ( x
are generated by projecting the data of the created clusters, its

centroids vi, with the diagonal of the matrix containing the
variance of the cluster, σ

2
j ,i

. The centroid of the i-th cluster

will be the same as the center of the i-th Gaussian function;
therefore, the number of clusters is the same as the number of
functions.
C. Clustering validity.
There exist some validity techniques that offer a measure of
clustering validity. This validation evaluates the quality of the
clusters. In this work we utilize a validity function, S, proposed
by Xie and Beni [32] that basically is designed to measure the
overall average compactness and separation of the fuzzy
partition.
1) Validity Function S.
The S function is defined as the relation between
compactness and separation. The compactness is defined as the
relation of the total shape area of the cluster between the
minimum rectangle composing the cluster shape. A smaller S
value denotes a partition in which the clusters are well compact
and separated. Hence, we need to find a fuzzy partition with a
small S value, as follows
C

S=

N

∑∑ μ
i =1 j =1

2
ij

2

vi − x j

N min vi − v j

2

(23)

i, j

where N denotes the number of input vectors.
D. Scheme of the fuzzy model based on the Abonyi and
Szeifert GG algorithm
The fuzzy classifier can be summarized with the following
steps.

 k where x k = ⎡ xT y ⎤ , xk
Step 1. Given a set of data x
⎣ k k⎦
denotes the vector to be classified, and yk denotes the
class corresponding to xk. Use the GG clustering
algorithm with (14 - 18), in order to obtain
U = μ i ,k cxN .

[ ]

Step 2. Once we have the fuzzy matrix U we can start the
design of the fuzzy model, similar to the
Takagi-Sugeno, where the rules of the fuzzy model are
added using the formula for a normalized fuzzy mean.
First we calculate the activation grade of the rules β
with (19). Then we compute the output of the classifier
with (20). The membership functions are evaluated
with (21) and the rule weight is computed with (22).
E. Testing the Abonyi and Szeifert GG algorithm
The proposed method that combines the FFL, the GG
clustering algorithm and the Abonyi-Szeifert classifier was

tested with the ORL data base. In the design stage, 8 out of 10
faces of 40 persons were used in the GG clustering algorithm.
During the verification the other two faces of each individual
was submitted to the face recognition system. The system had a
performance of 90% of correct classification. When the FFL
are removed from the feature vector the performance drops to
88.5%.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper described a new approach for face recognition.
The method proposed a new feature called face feature lines.
Incorporation of these features is based on studies related to
face recognition on newborns. The feature vector used to
achieve face recognition is a combination of the face feature
lines and eigenvectors computed by the KLT method.
Two face recognitions systems were developed. One based
on the Euclidean distance of the feature vector in the KLT
space, and other based on fuzzy clustering and classification.
The Euclidean distance classifier showed a correct
classification performance of 91% using 25 eigenvectors and
95% if the face feature lines are included. The fuzzy clustering
and classification systems, illustrated in Fig. 5, had a 88.5% of
correct classification using a feature vector with 25
eigenvectors and 90% of correct classification if the face
feature lines are included in the feature vector, Table I
summarizes these results.
TABLE I
CLASSIFIERS PERFROMANCES ON THE ORL DATA BASE
CLASSIFIER

No FFL

FFL

EUCLIDEAN

91%

95%

FUZZY CLUSTERING

88.5%

90%

From Table I we can notice that the FFL provide more
discriminative power to the feature vector since the
performance of the classifiers are better with the FFL. Although
the Euclidean classifier has a better performance the fuzzy
method has the advantage that is less computational expensive.
That is, in the Euclidean classifier the unknown sample is
compared against all samples of all individuals in the data base,
in this work 320. In the fuzzy classifier the unknown sample is
only compared with the representation, the cluster, of each
individual, in this case 40.
Cluster validity on the clusters generated by the GG
algorithm was evaluated with the S validity function. Table II
illustrates how the cluster validity function accomplishes its
best value when the number of cluster is equal to the number of
actual classes, in this case 40. We can also observe from Table
II that the highest performance is accomplished when S is equal
to 40, as it was expected.
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Fig. 5. General work scheme for Fuzzy Clustering using GG.

TABLE II
CLUSTER VALIDITY AND CLASSIFIER PERFROMANCES ON ORL
%
PERFORMANCE
ERRORS
C
S

[14]
[15]

EXPERIMENT 1

38

51.98

10

75

EXPERIMENT 2

39

33.95

7

82.5

EXPERIMENT 3

40

1.135

4

90

EXPERIMENT 4

41

1.354

6

85

[17]

EXPERIMENT 5

42

19.24

13

67.5

[18]

[16]

[19]
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